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Address Qinhuangdao Huahong Mirror Co.,Ltd 
Xiwangling Coal Yard,Haigang 
066000 Qinhuangdao

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Silver Mirror

GLASS COLORS

Clear
Bronze
Golden Bronze
Dark Grey
Euro Grey
Dark Blue
Ford Blue
Golden
Pink
Purple
Ultra Clear, etc.

 BACK PAINT COLORS

Grey
Green

THICKNESS 
3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, etc.

SIZE 
2440×1830mm, 3300×2134mm, 3300×2440mm, 3660×2134mm, 3660×2440mm, etc.

DESCRIPTION

Silver Mirror is manufactured through a processing work by coating a silver film, a copper film and two layers of waterproof paint on the back of
flat and smooth-surface of float glass.
Silver Mirror could supply clear and exact images, the backing paint resists acid and moisture.
Silver Mirror is widely used as the material mirror sheet for furniture, bathroom, etc.
Mirrors can be provided as standard sizes or can be cut and beveled as the customer’s request.
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